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•••"'¢i4c' .II . .' i. "The computer, M an educatlonal tool, ls probablyrival ed only by the printing press," 1IIus","on byErik Payn e.
The,,,,"i\Of~~I'~.{\w.,~,,,w,,.)Where BSU'sbuttons are
,outbnedqn.pa "-':'1' ". "." ,,' ', ";~~'~':,:'",;:~~.;..',;,A RE YOU CO~PUTER LITERATE? 1 department are used. for "test simulation,"
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,~" , says {, e a rmms ra Ion s go "lin, . '01 een ourhl "aMlly'c inic .... 'Situiltion' and students assess how'
~ is.to ensure that all BSU Grad The University News ,. much 'oxygen-a patient wilt need.
; uates are computer literate -:. able to us In the 'radiologic sciences department,
computersto gain access to information.ing houses 14 IBM personal computers in Colby says, computers are used to teach
"A university-wide computer center has room 208, that do not access the main- students to determine theproper position-
been established and micro-computer 'cen- frames. ing of people for.x-rays.
ters have been opened for each college of The small computers arrived less than a Nursing department computers are used
the university.' : week ago, Maxson says, but five faculty to tutor students and to train faculty, Colby
BSU has two large "main frame" seminars already have been held to teach says. The faculty receive. by microwave, a
"computers, an IBM 4341 and a Hewlett- use of the' computers. Deans and depart- national program from Texas titled,
Packard 3000, which use complex pro- ment chairmans from all .schools, in "Microcomputers and Their Application to'
gramming languages. Students use those addition to business faculty, participated in Education."
computers by accessing an assigned account the seminars. A program also will be written for the
on terminals in the business and education So far, Maxson says; no hours are posted . computers to allow students in the nursing
buildings. ,to let students know when the room will be department to review drug dosages, he
Accounts on the large mainframe open, and only a few selected students have says.
computers are available to BSU faculty; been allowed to use the computers. 'The Arts and Sciences Computer
students and staff, pending 'approval in the Students probably won't be allowed to Assisted Learning Center, located on the
Use, Services office, located in,B-116. use the computers, Maxson says, until the third floor of the science-nursing building,
The two mainframe computers are' the faculty curriculum committee approves has 15Apple computers, eight of which are
brains behind the university-wide computer, coursework for use on the computers, available to students.
.. system. The 14 IBM and 30 H-Pterminals Maxson says that all work done on the The other seven, says' Gary Mercer,
. /, students use to access those computers are computers in room 208 isto be curriculum- chemistry professor, have been loaned to
located in rooms 106 and. 206 of the oriented, with no one allowed to play video departments in the School of Arts and
business building., games. "If they (games) are available, they Sciences for use by faculty.
Dr. Emerson Maxson, chairman of the ought to be thrown out," he says. The purpose of the personal computer
department of information,' decision The only place on campus where it's center, Mercersays, is to 'demonstrate ideas
sciences .and finance,' says that the IBM okay to play video games on a computer Is in. the classroom and to allow students to
computer Is used primarily for admin- in the SUB game room. At a quarter for use programs that let them practice what
istrative purposes - university payroll, five minutes, students or the general public they learn in class. The personal computers
inventories, class registration and grade can use the disk-driven Franklin computer for the School of Arts and Sciences are not
recording. and can choose either to use the 20-game for programmlng,he notes, but only for
It also teaches students to use the disks provided with the computer, or to computer-assisted instruction. '
Statistical AniIysisSystem and does text . bring their own disk and make their own Currently.Mercer says, only the physics
editing, formatting and program prepar- programs, '. and music deplU1!Jlents have programs on
ation. , . The' marketing department of the busi- the computers; The physics .department
TheHP 3000 is strictly and educational ness school also has four personal Apple havecomputerlahoratory demonstrations
system, Maxson says, and is open to computers that were purchased with and the music department uses them for ear
individual BSU faculty, staff and students, donated money and are used only by" training 'exercises. . ,
_or to instructors who wish to have an entire" marketing. majors, Maxson says. _ ' The chemistry department, Mercer says
class us it. , The school of health sciences has about hopes to be sending 'students to the
, The H-P computer is used by In- 12 personal computerssl l Apple Ills and computer center soon, to observe lab-
'formation .sciences students", students in one' IBM PC, according to, Dr. Conrad, oratory procedures onthe computers.
programming classes and beginning stat- Colby, chairman of the allied health ! -The small personal computers are an
'istics·c1asses. No classes or students have department. , . , I'im.p.?r.tan.tl..!,!S..truc.t.ion.,.m.,.ed i.u.m.be.ca...u..s...et ..h.e..y..
priority, Maxson says,as long as they have Two personal computers are located In don tfunctlon ona time-share baSIS, as the
. lin:.accoUrit: ,.,,' , .·'-'th'e'audi6~tut(ltiaFiab"in'-the'·tillrslng"'rtiarnrrames"do;Merced-ays.~ '~.',-''-"'.--,
Haeffersays that th~ H-P computer is department. They are available to the entire I TheArtsand,Sciences computer centerused. oiJIyby businessstudents,leavirig the college of healthscieii~, Colby says~ .. 'was built. on a shoestring; Mercer says, ahd
IBM for all students of the College of the Other· computers '.are located 'in the currently is operating without a budget.
Arts, and Sciences who want to studyresplratoryther!iPY department,' the radio- . 'Thefunding for nearly half of the ccmter's
programming languages. '., . ..' logic sciences .department and' the medicai,
Iri'iaddltionJo'termina!.saccessing'the records depai:\ment' ". '. ,." '
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But, he added, "the attitude the candi-
dates took toward the election (also)
reflects the voter turnout. They didn't care'
either. . ,
"No one chose to make any issues, at
least to focus on one," he said; noting that
the "positions" of the candidates varied
widely.
"Parking is definately an issue on
campus, but nobody really picked up on
it," he said as an example.
Kreider also said that "most of the
candidates were brand new to campaigning
and just didn't know how to do it. They
didn't know to identify voting blocks for
example, arid did very little campaigning at
all. Mike Villa did campaign, and look .
what he did," Kreider said. "He took the
- campaign seriously."
Villa, one of three candidates for the
senate post representing .the school of
business, was the largest vote-getter of the
election by a wide margin, defeating Clint
Exley and Debbie Lambert by 161 votes to
32 and 65, respectively. '
Like Kreider, Villa attributed his success
mainly to the-facflffiirnl'li11Iie-orily one
that campaigned. I got the on-campus
students behind me." Besides plastering the
TheatreReferendum passes ...... .
'. . . '
by Jessie Faulkner
The University News
Jussian Awareness Week will be held at
BSU Oct. 17-23.
.'''The average American's awareness 'of
Russia and its people is based on what is
heard on nightly news and that is totally
political," .says Jeanette M. Gorman, a
member ofBoise Women for Peace and
co-organizer of Russian Awareness Week.:
"We wanted to give people the oppor'ii.J:
nity to learn more about the history and .
culture so they could analyze those political
events and put them in' perspective," she
says, addirlg""Hopefully,' through educa-
tion and understanding comes peace."
.Co-sponsored by the Boise Women for
Peace, the Student Programs Board and the •
BSU history department, scheduled events
include Russian films, lectures, two chil-
dren's story hours and an "in-depth"
conference. All events except the confer-
ence luncheon are free to the public.'
Concurrent with Russian Awareness
Week is an educational program in Boise's
secondary schools. 25' presentations will be
made to high school students by conference
speakers.
Boise Women for Peace began planning
the event last April. They wrote a-grant and ,
presented it to the Association for Humani-
ties in Idaho. Approval was received last
May.- '.. .
On Thursday, from 4:30 to 5 p.m., a
children's story hour O{ Russian folk tales
will be. held at the Boise Public Library.
Thursday evening, at 7:30 p.m., a film,
Shadows of our Forgotten Ancestors, will
be shown at the Boise Public Library.
Friday from noon to 1p.m., a brown bag
presentation will be held at the St. Paul's
Catholic Student Center. Rev. James
Mardock, who has a doctorate in interna-
tional relations and has traveled extensively
in the Soviet Uniori,will be speaking on
United States and Soviet relations. .
Lindi Kirkbridge, whose Wyoming ranch
has three minuteman missile silos capable
of housing MX missiles, will. speak on
"Citizen Detente: A Rancher Views the
Soviet Union." -
Church to speak"
Russian Awareness Week culminates in a
conference Friday and Saturday. The.
-"conierence Wiii'oPeiiFriday at 8 p.m, in- the
SUB Ballroom with a keynote address by
-former Sen•. Frank Church. Church. will
speak on "Soviet and American Relations:
Perceptions and Possibilities. to
'. Saturday, aday.long conference froIll 9
a.m; to 4:3() p.m~is scheduled in the SUB.
The conference begins with a panel
discUSsion of. soviet life. -,' .
Potemkin played to a capacity crowd in the
Ada Lounge Monday night.
Topics will be: "Looking at Other
Cultures: The Soviet. Union in Perspec-
tive, " by Alan Kimball, associate professor
of history and director of the Honors
College at the University of Oregon;
'''Women in the Soviet Union," by Dr.
Rose Glickman, author of forthcoming
book Russian Factory Women: Workplace
and Society, 1880-1914; and "Daily Life in
the USSR," by Fruim Yuravich, a Russian
emigrant and senior instructor in Russian
studies at the University of Oregon.
Public discussion of panel topics is
scheduled for 10:30 a.m,
VVorkshopsSaturday
The Saturday morning workshops begin
at U a.m. -
"Soviet Central Asia" will be a presenta-
tion by Dr. lise Cirtautas, an associate"
professor of comparative Turkic 'studies at
the University of Washington. Cirtautas
frequently visits the central Asian region of
the USSR. , .
"Faces 'of the Soviet Union: A Photo-
Journalist's View" is a multi-media award-
winning presentation of Soviet cultures by
former National Geographic photographer
and graphics editor of the Seattle Post-In-
telligence, Steve Small ..
"A Point of COntroversy: Soviet and
American Views towards Nuclear Arms
and Arms control-in Europe,": by Michael
Krepon, will evaluate the importance of
arms control to Americans, Soviets, andJ:?._-_ ....__ .. v...._,,·...:"'.1''''....;.04 .. ,.I:.~........_~
. L4U1Vp"'Q.lUJ -, ~"",yva .. ·aa~·a.va .......... -_ .... ·""" ..U'& _·va.··-
research for the American Committee on
East~West Accord ~d, is presently a senior
fellow at the Roosevelt Center for Amer- .
.lean Policy Stlidies in vvashington, D.C.
In "Religion in theS"oviet "Union,"
Mardock also Will discuss thep()sition of
churches in Russia today; Mardock haS
··toured,the SOviet' Union, attendinganct
campus with campaign posters, Villa also
made a number of appearances before
campus organizations, including residence
hall meetings.
Kreider admitted the low voter turnout
was "discouraging. We've tried to en-
courage participation" but this year's
efforts failed," he said.
Despite an extensive publicity campaign
. by the student elections board, "a lot of
people just didn't know where or when to
vote," said Dave Ball, who received 55
votes in his unopposed campaign for the
health sciences senate position.
A total of 586 students cast ballots for
the various candidates. Besides Villa, Ball
and White winning election, incumbent
Senator Jackie Russel garnered 62 votes.
Taking advantage of special interest groups
of Morrison Hall, where Russell lives, and
the ROTC program, in which she partici-
pates. She defeated two challengers Jeff
Dearing and Rich Wright for the post
representing the school of arts & sciences.
and sciences. Dearing and Wright received
42 and 44 votes respectively.
Brent .Huddleson" also deIeafea Gaye -
Grimmett 70 to 8 in an all-write-in
campaign for the vo-tech senate seat.
awareness week
performing church services.
Illustrating the history and mutual
characteristics of dissent, Dr. Alan Kimball
will discuss the role of dissent in Soviet and
American societies .
"Modern Music in the Soviet Union," by
Norm Weinstein will look at Soviet
. improvisational jazz of the 1970's and
,1980's.
"Soviet Workers and Their Standard of
Living," by Dr. Rose Glickman will
exatnirie the workers' economicposition in
the Soviet Union.
"Education in the Soviet Union," pre-
sented by Dr. John Dahlberg, explains the
,curriculum design in ~xist-Leninist
state. Dahlberg is professor of comparative
and international education and coordinat-
or of graduate studies in education at BSU.
"Experiences of the Siberian Seven" will
be a personal account by Lyuba Vaschen-
ko, a Russian pentacostal who camped at
the American embassy for five years before
receiving permission to leave the Soviet
Union. '
Russian food offered
At 12:30 p.m., an optional Russian lunch
will be catered by SAGA foods in the
Union Street Cafe. Reservations can be
made by calling 385-3654.
, The afternoon sessions begin with two
panel presentations, the first of which will
be U.S.-Soviet Relations: The View from
the Other Side," by Michael Krepon. ,
For the second panel presentation, Dr.
Jesse Chiang, associate professor of politi-
cal science at Seattle Pacific University, will
discuss the implications of the Korean
airline incident. -
Five of the morning workshops will be
repeated during the afternoon session.
Other afternoon workshops will be: Citizen
Detente: Travel in the' USSR," by Lindi
Kirkbridge, Shirley Knowlton, and Delores,
Reed. A review of the morning workshop
will be held, with additional comments by
two local visitors to the Soviet Union.
'iU.S.~Soviet Trade Relations," by Dr.
David Porter, administrator of the Idaho
Division of Economic and Community
, Affairs will discuss details of wheat trade
with the Soviet Union.
"Poetry as a Cultural Bondin the Soviet
Union," will be a discussion of the role of
poetry 'in modern Soviet society presented'
by poet and critic Norm Weinstein.
.;._._~~U.S~-.Soviet ._-Relationsi. .A. ....Historical
Perspective," by Dr; Jesse Chiang, will'
outIin~ ~,e A~w~tive effect of mispercep-
tion' and nUstrust in U.S.-Soviet relations.
- "Soviet ,Daily Life" will be a continua-
. tion or Yurevich's morning presentation.
_ The conference closes. at 4 p.m. with
Russian' tea' and informal discussion.,.;" ~
I
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Kennedy'Shriver, President of Special
Olympics, Inc ..(:.antpus briefs ".:Laura Moore
Cunningham grants Sorority Halloween
bash Oct. 26th
. . . .
Twenty-six Boise State students have
received Laura Moore Cunningham
Foundation Inc. grants for 1983-84. .
The;CunniIlgJia'm."Founililtion'. 'was
established by the late Laura Moore
Cunningham, a member of the founding
family of the Idaho First National Bank, to
provide annual grants to higher education,
hospitals, and other organizations.
The BSU grants are for about $750 per
student.
Receiving the awards at a BSU luncheon
honoring them Oct. 18 were: Juan R.
Barbosa, a management/behavior major;
Connie C. Behm, communication;
Kimberly A. Bostock, political science/'
secondary education; Tammy' L. Crain,
social work; Valerie A. Dworak,econo-
mics; Maxine Entwistle, advertising design;
Elizabeth Gibala, nursing; Martin Godina,
Certificate of
appreciation
production' managementt Mark J. Hag-
gerty, finance; Darla Hasselquist,
elementary" education; Neena Hunsaker,
pre-medical studies: Gregory L. John,
art/secondary education; Mark A. Ken-
nedy, electronics technology; Russell P;
Markus, English/secondary education;
Michael S. Mathews, political science;
JamesA. McKenzie, applied science;
Cristina A. Poole, theatre arts; Laurie D.
Roberts; English/secondary education;
Andrew C. Snodgrass, information
sciences; Paula J. Solee, music; Valerie
Stephan, psychology; Scott Sutton, arts
and sciences; Sue Tennant,' sociology;
Linda J. Vines, elementary education;
Susan D. Walker, anthropology; and Terry
Walker, physical education/secondary
education.
Alpha Omicron Pi, a Boise State
University sorority, ·willhold.a Halloween
pizza party and dance on Wednesday, Oct.
26 at the Brass Lamp on Vista Avenue.
A party for kids and families, with treats
provided, will be held from 4 to 7 p.m.
From 7 p.rn, to 1 a.m, is a costume
party/dance- Those attending in costume
will be admitted free; there is a $1 cover
chargefor those not in costume. Music will
be provided by the T.J. Sommers band.
The Brass Lamp will donate 15 percent
of its profits that night to the sorority. No
promotional .coupons will be valid that
night at the restaurant.
For more information, contact the
sorority at 344-7504.
The BSU Vocational-Technical Food
Services program has received a certificate
of appreciation from the Special Olympics
Program of Idaho.
According to Food Services director
LaVar Hoff, students in the program
prepared over 600 box lunches during two
days last spring when the Idaho Special
Olympics competitions were conducted at
Boise State.
. Among the signatures on the certificates
of appreciation are those of Edward M.
(Ted) Kennedy, president of the Joseph P.
Kennedy, Jr. Foundation and Eunice
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faculty, it's kind offrightening.
"You spend 15 years getting a doctorate
without a computer-and now you've got
a fifth-grade student who can come in and
plug into the International Science. Found-
ation and get more information than you
can," Keiser says. . '
, "You've 'got to kind of 'pulthem
(computers) out Ihereforthe tenured
faculty, and they'll kind of sneer at them.
But then, when nobody is looking, they'll
. come over and start punching buttons and
some interesting information comes up on
it, and they're hooked."
Although being computer literate means
only being able to use computers to plug
into informaton, and does not require
computer programming knowledge, Keiser
says that student demand for programming
classes is the highest of any classes offered
at BSU. -,
Because most of BSU's computers are
small, personal computers that use the
Basic computer language, they are unable
to use more complex languages, such as
Fortran, a math language, and Cobol, a
business language, that most computer
programming students need.
Not enough IBM and H-P terminals that
do use those languages are available, says
engineering Professor Tames Haeffer.
And the problem with the personal
computers, Haeffer says, is that in order to
use the more complex languages on them,
students must purchase a compiler disk that
converts the complex computer language
into something' the computer can under-
stand.
Compilers, Haeffer says, are subject to
copyright laws, and because of that, they
call cost $200 to $500.
Force on . Campus Technology and
Computer Literacy iuan attempt to'
determine. how, much BSU. students and .
faculty needtoknow about computers. He
named Dr. Eldon Edmuilson, BSU's
director of community and environmental
health, as chairman of the task force.
, Composed of eight faculty members;
some from each college, and one industry
representative from Hewlett-Packard, the
task force is working on a report that
Edmunson says is still in the draft phase.
"I think there are a lot of folks who
believe that high technology and computers
are a fad, that they'll go away eventually,"
Keiser says. 'That's just not the case."
"Unless you, as a student, expose
yourself to a computer, you are not a
responsible student, and we are not
responsible educators. The computer, as an
educational tool, is probably rivaled only
by the printing press.
"In places like Texas, some of the high
schools have a computer for every student.
We're not going to be able to do that, (but)
you are not going to be able to compete
unless you can do things with a computer. "
People don't have to be computer experts
to access information through computers,
Keiser says. "There will be a lot of
, exceedingly bright, dedicated people work-
ing at Harvard or MIT with very sophisti-
cated programs," he says.
"What we need to do is know how to use
them, (the programmers) and exploit them,
and have them organize information for us.
We don't need a society of computer
programmers, but we do need people who
can use them."
Faculty, as well as students, have trouble
using computers, Keiser says. "To most
Computer ............................
I:ontinued from front page
vo-tech computer room VI06. The Apples
are scattered around, Jones says, with four
in the office occupations department, five
equipment came from a summer workshop in the business machines department and
to teach the programming language LOGO four or five in the Learning. Center, where
to children. ' students can receive computer tutoring or
F.ees ,ge,nerated',by -the workshop -- learn,how to use computers.
$10,000 __were used to purchase seven of . All' computers are used for classroom
the center's 15 Apple computers. instruction and out-of-class practice, Jones
. Because the center has no budget, it is says. The hours the machines are available
open to students only in the afternoon, vary from department to department,
when volunteer student attendants are however.
available. ' Jones says that Clair Bowman, from the
The computers for the. School of BSU Center for Data Processing, in the
education are located in room 419 of the business building, is teaching 14 vo-tech
education building. faculty how to use the IBM terminals. A
Dr. WendonW. Waite, associate class held last semester taught faculty how
professor. of teacher education, says that to use 'the Apple computers and Basic
nine Apple n's and Ills, two Commadore computer language.
64s, one TRS 80 and one IBM PC are The associate degree program in Business
available to teach students how to 'utilize Machine Technology teaches students to
computers in the classroom. repair computers, among other things,
Waite says there are 1,200 software Jones says. The associate degree program
programs for the computers, on subjects for electronic technology teaches students
ranging from math and English to high how to repair and make electronic equip-
school economics. ment, including robots.
The demand for computer literacy Already, auto dashes on expensive cars
courses among education faculty will are computerized, Jones, says, with the
increase dramatically scion, says Waite, spark plugs, fuel injection and other.
who already has taught two word- functions controlled by a computer chip.
processing courses to 20 education faculty As a result,' Jones believes the auto repair
members. programs in the vo-tech school will have to
The room is open from 8 a.m, to 5 p.m., be updated to meet the demands of the
Waite says, unless an entire class is using it. changing auto industry.
Don Jones, head of business machine Keiser says that student access to
technology for the School of Vocational- computers has increased ISO percent over
Technical Education, says that his school last year.
has 10 IBM terminals, which access the But' because of inadequate funding,
mainframes in the business building, and IS maintaining the new machines may be a
Apple personal computers. . , problem, he says.
The IBM terminals are located in the: In mid-August 'Keiser formed a Task
~
GRANT'S TRUCK & CAR STOP
PEACE
CORPS
Special Work
For Special People
A complete menu 24 hrs.
Try us for on gflgf Mill treat
184 - BROADWAY INTERCHANGE
-presents-
•"Honor thy wife. and everyone e.se's "
'seRW.~grams; introducing better agricul-tural techniques; advising small
businesses and establishing coopera-
tives; or teaching math and science
at the secondary level.
The number of jobs to do is
nearly as great as the number of vol-
unteers who have served since 1961:
Nearly 90,000. More volunteers are
being chosen now ,for two-year
assignments beginning in the next
3-12 monthsin Africa, Asia, Latin
America, and the Pacific.
Our representatives will be
pleased to discuss the opportunities
.with you. .
Peace Corps volunteers are
people pretty much like you. Peo-
pit; with commitment and skills who
have assessed their lives and decided
they want to be of service to others
in a troubled world.
The problems our volunteers
deal with overseas aren't new. Such
as the cycle of poverty that traps one
generation after another because
they're too busy holding on to get
ahead, The debilitating effects of
malnutrition, disease, and inade-
quate shelter. Education and skills
thatare lacking, and the means 'to
get them too.
Your college training qualifies
you to handle more of these prob-
lems than you might think. Such as
teaching nutrition and health prac-
tices; designing and building bridges
and irrigation systems; working on
reforestation and fisheries pro-
at 7 pm and 8:40
I~ of the'~'s lO--~-til~:'
; '."l..l::
The Toughest
Job You'll
Ever Love Oct. 21 and 23SUB Ada.Lounge
$1.00 students, faculty,
and starr
$2.50gerteral admission
INFORMATION BOOTH: FILM SEMINAR:
Tsuues.,wea., Oct. 25.26 Tues., Oct. 25
. B,9:00 a.m.> 4:00 p.m. 3:30 p.m.
SCHEDUI.;EDINTERVIEWS: Teton Room, SUB
" .Thurs.> Fri., Oct. 26·27, , ,
C.areer J.,llanning& Placement Office, Admin Bldg ,
_Sign up 10advance & bring your .
completed application to the interview. '-
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.Aq designers need creativity, technical ability
by Paul Holt
The University News
We are exposed to advertisments daily
through many mediums: newspapers,
magazines, billboards, television and radio
commercials, logos and corporate iden-
tities. .
All of those advertisements are the work
of advertising designers. And that work,
says Amy Skov, advertising design
instructor at BSU, can be very challenging.
"You are confronted with the total
problem every day and there's no answer
until you come up with one," Skov says,
adding that the client's budget and time
frame also must be taken into considera-
tion.
Classes for ad design majors are'
challenging. too,Skov says, A typical
freshman year, he says, begins with 75 - 100
ad .design majors, only 20 of whom will
make it to the advanced senior courses.
Recent statistics indicate that about 125
people are employed in commercial and
advertising design in Idaho. Most jobs are
in the Boise area, where demand for
commercial art and advertising is greatest.
In addition, there are a large number of
freelancers. .
Ad design is a highly competitive field
Skov warns, and "starting salaries are
notoriously poor."
"For the first few years, you are a
liability to the company, and so starting
salaries are very low."
For people thinking of becoming ad
design majors, many different skills can be
helpful, the most important being creativ-
ity, artistic ability, and the ability to
visualize objects from pictures and
and descriptions, Skov says.
Skov also advises students to take a
variety of electives to enhance their
abilities.
"I strongly encourage students to take
marketing courses, communication
courses, and as much computer training as
possible, because it is being used now and
is going to be a thing of the future," Skov
says:
Another important aspect of ad design is
printing and graphic design courses, which
give students a wider spectrum of market-
able skills to offer to prosepective
. employers.
Richard Tackrnan, whose graphic design
firm handles everything from architecture
and photography to layouts for magazines
and books, says that "being a designer
means nothing if you can't get your idea
across to the printer."
A prospective employee, Tackrnan em-
phasizes, doesn't necessarily need formal
training or education, but ability and
experience.
John Givens, owner of John Givens,
lnc., a small independent ad agency, says
that education is sometimes secondary to
capability and performance.
However, as a general rule, Givens says
"the ones (employees) who had formal
'technical training are the most efficient."
Sam Norris, who manages advertising
layouts for The Idaho Statesnum.elsc: says
that more experience than schooling is
important, but that newspaper layouts are
like "filling in the blanks."
Norris says that in actual design though,
he "would yield more to a college graduate
with specialized skills,"
Skov says the degree of skill special-
ization is also important in determining the
size and type of agency you can work for.
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Typically, the more specialized you become
.he larger the firm you can work for.
In a large firm, the ad designer could be
compared to an architect; with the
specialist doing the actual building, he says.
OnesuchfirmisW. R. Drake and Co.,
the largest advertising firm in Idaho, which
handles everything from local television
spots for McDonald's to the Idaho Tourism
Department's brochures and pamphlets.
Large corporate offices, like Ore-Ida
Foods, Inc., usually will 'have their own
advertising staff, but some, like Boise
Cascade Corp., contract with firms in
larger comercial art centers, such as San
Francisco, Chicago, and New York. A
Boise Cascade representative, however,
indicated that because of economic
conditions, no major ad campaigns now are
being planned.
Contrasting sharply with such large firms
is the small independent agency.
"In a small market, one-man ad agency,
you might be doing the whole layout from
beginning to end," Skov says.
Because of the state of the economy, the
outlook for employment in ad design and
graphic arts services is expected to be
sluggish. With. an oversupply of job
seekers, competition is extremely keen,
members of the profession say. But one
area that is expected to grow is visual
advertising, such as television graphics a-nd
window display.
Those who will fare best, according to
employers, are people with good technical
"For the first few years, you are a liability to the companv, so ~t:trting salaries are Imy,"
says Amy Skov, ad design instructor. Photo by Russ P. Markus
.siuing there with nothing to do and then all
of a sudden something comes in, and
you've got a 24-hour day in which to be
brilliantly creative.
"There are a lot of ulcers in this business,
but if you stick with it and work your way
up, there's good money and rewarding
work."
training or exceptional talent and 'creative
flair. Persistance, self-motivation, and the
ability to work. well under pressure may
improve an applicant's chances for getting
a job.
Special skills aside, ad design
is no place for a laid back he-hum
person, Skov says. "Sometimes you're.
How to make peace with Tolsto)l.
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Calendar
Saturday, October 22
" .3:00 p.m, Live-From' the Met" "The
Metropolitan Opera Gala Centennial
Concert, Part I," KAID-4.
8:00 p.m.Uve From the 'Met, "The
Metropolitan, Opera Gala Centennial
Concert, Part II," KAID-4;
October 22&October 23
Thursday, October 20
Writers' and Artists Series, detective
novelist Robert Parker speaks on "Me and
Spencer: Creating the Detective Novel," 8
p.m., Boisean Lounge, SUB, free.
Photography Panel Discussion, "Issues
in Contemporary Photography," 8 p.m.,
Boise Gallery of Art, free.
Sunday, October' 23
12:00 noon The Russians are Coming,
The Russians are Coming. Alan Arkin,
Carl Reiner, Eva Marie Saint, Brian Keith.
Members of a Russian submarine crew get
stuck on a sandbar off an island near Cape
Cod, and a landing party goes ashore for
help, KTRV-12.
Friday, October 21
Monday, October 24
8:00 p.m. The Oil Kingdoms, "Sea of
Conflict," explores present and future
political and economic positions of the
smaller Arab states of the Persian Gulf,
KAID-4.
8:00 p.m. The Private War of Major
-Benson, Charlton Heston, Julie Adams. A
tough Army career officer is forced to
accept a transfer as the commandant of a
military school operated by nuns, with
students from ages 6 to 15, KTRV-12.
Four Star Film Series, Serial and Movie,
, Movie, Ada Lounge, SUB, tickets $1 for
BSU students, faculty and staff (with 1.0.),
$2.50 general, $1 seniors.
Faculty Artists Recital, John Baldwin, '
Catherine Elliott, and Gerald Schroeder, -
8:15 p.rn., SPEC, free to BSU students and
personnel, $4 general admission.
Women in the Arts, annual presentation
of performing and visual arts, crafts.
Refreshments, 7:15 p.m., The Club For
Women, 300 Main St., tickets $5 each.
Tuesday, October 25
9:00 p.m. Vietnam: A Te/ivision
. History," America Takes Charge,' 1965-
1967;" KAID-4.
10:00 p.m. Is Anyone Home on the
Range?, a view of Wyoming and the new
West through a flamboyant range of
characters who reveal the conflicts between
traditional and economic values, KAID-4.
photography Presentation, meet the
artists of Arranged Image Photography
exhibit, Boise Gallery of Art, 2 p.rn., free.
Frisbee "Golf" Tournament, regi-
stration at the fireplace behind the SPEC,
2:00-2:45 p.rn., tee time 3 p.m.
Wednesday, October 26
8:00 p.rn. Mark Russell Comedy Special"
KAID-4. .
Saturday, October 22
. .' .Radl0 raveOutdoor Activities Center Trip, FallFoliage Photo and Hot Spring Trip to
Lowman, cost $15, signup sheet in OAC
resource room.
Sunday, October 23 Thursday, October 20 .
5:00 p.rn, Afterwork Special, Dennis
Brown, The Prophet Rides Again, KBSU-
FM,91.3.
8:00 p.m, The History of Country Music,
3 hrs., Monday-Thursday through Octo-
ber, KGEM-AM, 1140.
Peace March, "Stop the Euromissiles,"
12 noon, Train' Depot to the downtown
post office. '
Films that Don't Come to Boise, DIVA,
SPEC, tickets $5 for movie and wine
reception, $4 for movie only, movie at 5
p.m. and 8 p.m, reception 6:30 p.rn. to 8:30'
p.m.
Friday, October 21
5:00 p.m, Afterwork Special, Jeff Beck
Group, Rough and Ready, KBSU-FM,
91.3.Monday, October 24
International Film Festival, 1-6 p.m.,
Ada Lounge, SUB.
Monday, October 24
5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, Kid Creole
and the Coconuts, Wise Guy, KBSU-FM,
91.3.Red Cross Blood Drive, Nez Perce
Lounge, SUB.
Wednesday, October 26 Tuesday,October-25
5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, Scritti
Politti, Songs to Remember, KBSU-FM, .
91.3. '
Concert, Treasure Valley Wind En-
semble, 8:15 p.m.SPEC.
Lecture, "Accreditation of the College
of Business, What; Why, and How," Dr.
Thomas Stitzel, 7 p.rn., Lookout, SUB.
Wednesday, October 26
5:00 p.m , Afterwork Special, The
Ramones, Rocket to Russia, KBSU-FM,
91.3.
.Top tube
\ ..
On stage,
Thursday, October 20
8:00 p.m. More Than a Miracle, Sophia
Loren, Omar Sharif. A Moorish prince
arranges a dishwashing contest in order to
marry the-woman he loves, KAID-4.
Friday, October 21
7:00 p.m, Irma La Douce, Shirley
Maclaine, Jack Lemmon, Lou Jacobi.
Successful Parisian streetwalker falls for a'
young, naive polic<iml\n \Vho.loses his job
after he arrests all the prostitutes. Comical
situations follow as he starts to' live two
lives,KTRV-12.
Bouquet: Kip Attaway
Crazy Horse: Crosstown Rivals
Pengilly's: Longshot .
Red Lion Downtowner: Oolala
Rusty.Harpoon:Rockwell
, Sandpiper: Perry Martin '
Tub J,»ub:Rastur
Whiskey, River: Rooster
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.Films that don't come to Boise: Diva
Films That Don't Come To Boise begins its
second season with the French film Diva, to be
shown Sunday, Oct. 23 at the ~PI:;C. , .
The evening activities will include a wine ':.
reception for moviegoers at the American
Legion Hall, across the street from the SPEC, at
1659University Drive. Film times are 5 p.m, or
8 p.m., and the reception is from 6:30 to 8:30
p.rn.
Tickets for the event are $5 and include the
movie and attendance at the reception, with
wine and other drinks, hors d'oeuvres and
entertainment. There is also a $4 "movie only"
ticket.
Tickets are available in advance at-the Boise
Coop, Budget Tapes and Records,
122i Broadway Ave., 0'Alessandro's and the
Union Station, in the SUB at BSU.
At the heart of Diva is an opera-intoxicated
18-year-old mail carrier who becomes
unwittingly entangled in a web of murder,
intrigue and passion. The film has won the Best
French Picture, best music and best sound and
photography awards.
Diva is described by J. Hoberman, of Village
Voice, "as not only the most pleasureable movie
to open here this year, but, surely one of the
finest films to arrive from France in a decade."
. Films That Don't Come To Boise also will
present The Grey Fox on Nov. 20. The films are
a benefit.for the Idaho Citizens Coalition and
Idaho Fair Share.
An evening with
women in the arts
The Women's Club, Ltd. presents An
Evening with Women in the Arts, on Friday,
Oct. 21, at 7:15 p.rn, The activities at the annual
event include refreshments and champagne, live
demonstrations of assorted arts and crafts, and
a dramatic presentation featuring music and
dance. ,
Tickets are $5 each, and are available at The
Women's Club front desk and at the door .
Arranged image photo
paneldiscussiori
The. Boise Gallery of Art, in conjunction with
,the exhibit Arranged Image Photography, will
hold a panel dlscussion.a photographic
presentation, and a film program.
"Issues in Contemporary Photography" will
be the subject of the panel discussion on
Thursday, October 20 at 8 p.m, Arranged image
photographers Marsha Burns, Reed Estabrook
and Mark McFadden will be on the panel.
The photographic presentation on Friday,
October 21 at 2 p.m, will give the public the
, opportunity-to meet the panelists.
The films Variation on'a'Cellophane
Wrapper, Rubber Cement and I J x 14will be
shown on Thursday, Octpber.27 at 8 p.m, All
events are free, open to the public, and take
place at the gallery. '"
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'Fall foliage photo
&hot spring trip
II
fI
S
a
a
F. The Outdoor .AcU.vitiesCenter i~sponsoring a •fall foliage photo and hot spring trip to the '
Lowman area on Saturday, Oct. 22. The cost is
between $10· $15, depending on how many.
people sign up. The signup sheetis in the OAC
resource room. . '
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Hats off to Willie
Country..rock/gospel
concert
Theatre
Dick Gaughan in
concert
by Valerie Mead
.The University News
- BSU's production of Arthur Miller's
Death of a Salesman is a well-made,
well-directed and well-acted show.
Having read the classic in high school, I
had expected the show to be as .dry and
depressing in the flesh as it is on paper. I
was wrong.
The cast and crews, under the direction
of Dr. Charles Lauterbach of the theatre
department, have managed to pull together
all the elements of Miller's 'tribute to the
common man' and make it into a vibrant
introspection of the human soul.
Rod Wolfe, as the main character Willie
. Loman, brings across Willie's strengths and
weaknesses with reality. On paper,
Willie seems like such a slimy little
character, but Wolfe brings out his pathos,
and allows me to feel sorry for him.
Louann Blome, playing' 'Willie'S"''Wif~:- • ,,'- .~,"----.--------'
Linda, brings out the strength of the role. Owens' Biff, conversely, is uncertain and
Being married to a salesman for 35 years is withdrawn. The two characters seem to be
hardly a task for a weak woman, but Linda the two sides of Willie's own personality,
has very little opportunity to show how which Lauterbach's direction brings out
strong she is. Blome, however, takes that very well.
opportunity and runs with it. The minor characters of the play,
Stephen Latta and Chris Owens as satel1ite people in any life, are a little
Willie's sons, Happy and Biff, have much two-dimensional, almost by definition. The
more stylized characters with which to actors fil1ing the roles, however, make them
work. Still" they manage to make the : come to life, providing a needed back-
characters whole and believable. ground texture that holds. the story
Latta's Happy, always striving to keep together.
up to his older brother, always trying to get The best way to describe BSU's Death of
his share of their parents' attention, is the a Salesman is to say it's convincing. The
universal younger child. His energy is a people, the emotions, the events are all ,
refreshing contrast to the rest of the believable. Unfortunately, the show's run is
characters. over, having ended on Oct. 15.
A country-rock/gospel concert will be held
Friday, Oct. 28, at 308 E. 36th St. in Garden
City. The concert, presented by Selah
Ministries, starts at 7 p.m,
Proceeds from the concert will go to Friends
Outside, a service organization that helps
ex-convicts ease back into the community as
productive members, and helps their.families
through the trauma of incarceration.
Tickets for the concert are available at the
door and are $3.50, with children under 12
admitted free.
The Idaho Folklore Society will present Dick
Gaughan, vocal/guitarist, in concert on
Thursday, Oct. 27, at noW. Washington St.,
starting at 8 p.m, Tickets are $4 general
. drnission, and $3 for Idaho Folklore Society-
embers, seniors and children.
;'
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~asper' s Spookhouse
~
The YWCA will present a four-day Casper's
. pookhouse for children ten years and under,
ct. 28-31. .
Attended by almost 1,400 children and 800
adults last year, the spookhouse will feature
cartoons, games and treats at the YWCA
building, now. Washington St.
While most spook houses in the community
are too scary for the "younger" set, the YWCA
program is designed just for children, with fun,
not fright, inmind.
The spookhouse will be open Friday and
Saturday from noon to 8 p.rn.,' Sunday from 1
p.rn.-5 p.m., and on Halloween from 10 a.m.-8
p.m.
Admission is $1 per child, with a discount
price of 75 cents each for groups of 15or more.
All proceeds benefit the YWCA Women's and
Children's Crisis Center. Call 343-3688 for
further information.
Chuck Berry
coming to BSU
Chuck Berry, reigning "father ofrock 'n'
011," will be the headline act for the BSU
Homecoming, Saturday, Nov. 5, in the
Pavilion.
Tickets are $8.50, and are on sale at all
Pavilion outlets. All seats are reserved. For
more ticket information, call 385-3535.
Baldwin andElliotfeatured in concert
. Music department faculty members John
Baldwin and Catherine Elliott will be the
featured, artists in a -performance of the
Faculty Artists Series on Friday, Oct. 21, at
8:15 p.m, in the SPEC.
Tickets for the percussion and mezzo-
soprano recital are $4 for-adults and $2 for
children and-senior citizens. BSU students
and personnel will be admitted free •.
Baldwin will be joined by Jackie Van
Paepeghem, marimbist, and' Chuck
Spuches, .vibist, from Idaho State Uni--
versity, in "Sketches .for Mallet Per-
cussion" by Tom Briggs. The xylophone,
vibe and marimba combination will. consist
of six short pieces in a varietY'of'moods'a'na'
styles. , .. . .. .'
"ForeverandSunsmell," a work for
soprano' and percussion duo . \Vdtten to
wordsbYM.:cupunings,< will. be per- .
for~ed,. WithBal~~Il,l:Iy,:Che[yIMarshall "
and Van Paepeghem, ,
Baldwin also will perform James Basta's
"Concerto for Marimba and Orchestra,"
with Dr. Gerlild Schroeder. on piano.
Baldwin recently performed the same work
with the festival orchestra at Music From
Bear Valley.
Catherine Elliott, a BSU faculty member
since 1969, has been a guest artist in
recitals, lectures, concerts and operas
throughout the northwest. Assisted by
Schroeder, she will sing songs written by
Richard Strauss-and Enrique Granados.
1he music department has several other
events'. scheduled, throughout •.the .month,
. inclucii~gtl1e Treasure Valley 'Wind En« ,
semble on Oct. 26, a Jazz Ensemble, Oct.
28, and. a Guitar Society B;''1efit. Concert,
.Oct. 30. All performances will be in the
SPEC at8:15p;m.
"ALittle Night Music"
Creating the detective
novel
The Stage Coach, Inc. presents A Little Night
Music, by Stephen Sondheim, Oct; 27-29 and
Nov. 3-5 at The Women's Club, Ltd., 300 Main
St. Tickets are $S for adults, $4;50 for seniors
and students and $4 for children. Tickets are
available in advance and curtain is at8:15 p.m;: ,
For more Information; call 345-8383. ' ..
Detective fiction novelist Robert Parker will
disq_u~s:','Me'~n~spenc'er(~featii1gthe ; i.
,DetectiveNovel," at 8 p.rn: on Thursday, Oct.
.21, at the Boisean Lounge in the SUB.
The lecture, sponsor~dby the Writers and
Artists Series, is free and is open to the public.
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Pa"J WI'" Z'o,O" S'e eves
FQ' Guy, anr. Ga's
Reeves 'stormsneo Jacket
with Polafleece lining For
Guys & Gals
Style #9933 M
Reg $105
Powder Pullover Poplin
Ski Jackets For Guys & Gals
Style #9911 M
Reg $45
Casual Corduroy Jackets
With Flannel Lining
For Guys & Gals
Style #9932 M
List $75 2995 6995
Ga's Down-F"lec Vest 0'
'Guys HOI:O',I " Poly'l!:
Vest
You' Cnoice
Choose fro", guys poplin She"'CorC
yo~e style or pOPlln/flanne! 'IneC
style or gal s nY'on shell vest ,p
assorted CO'OrS Style #9916 9917 Reg ~170
"
I c; a oarva I' S 2 vest
t..nc l' S 111 a sune: assonoien:
0' coios to matcr 't/h'te,Mountaln 5
Poplin s~, ~!~S
3888
109 95Rec 560 10 570
2999
.nsutatec POP"" Ski B'DS
For Guys P, Ga's
In Colors to match While Mountain S
, Super Bandit par~dS B,P
M L
Style #9950
adidas ~6 ... Sack 4' Boo"pac'
ligctwelght nylon oac- features'
large main compartment With h
2-way lIPPer padded snource
straps anc nylon wen waist
belt
Reg $1750 12 95
Reg S90
3995
Men's Nylon & Suede Jogging Shoes
lightweight middle distance shoe features
board last for increaseo tors.onat stability
cut out arch sale turf-hugging npnre sales
Style #6017 6019
list to S24 95 16 88
"Superstars" Leather
Basketball Shoes 54 95Our reg $4795
Genuine leather shoes feature
rubber sales wllh herringbone
protue for QUiCk starts and stops
Style #1221,1166
Hours:
Weekdays 9:30 to 9
Saturday 9 to 7
Sunday 11 .to 5
DuPont Cordu-a B'le'tases
SILV~
SPUR' ,
~i' Mens Sherpa-Pue Lined
DenlfP .iac-ets
RuaQed-:oo~, of narurn combined With
the' so:t warmth Of a sneroa-oue lining
.s sure to De a cole weather tavorue
Style #3400
List $42
'6' " 2 ,S
.sec S'995
f/oCe' #328
-ar.r;rB:ue
16 « : S t ~
H€G 52,' ,q:
Be light on your feet In a oalr of our aerotnc
exercise shoes
In assorted styles and COlors
/.11 feature non-slip sales
Styl~ #6025-6029
Our reg S988
'IOCE #3~g
".(j"J'y (j' ·uS7
adidas"~-'" 22'951995
'Tamarak" Hiking Boot
U1trallgnt nylon mesn.suece Ol,ers
'eature comfort padded ankle anc heel
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A talk with tax teacher Medlin
by Jessie Faulkner
The University News
Dr. John Medlin is a.IS-year veteran of
the BSU accounting department and the
business world.
He is not only an instructor, but also an
active member of the business community.
In a recent interview, Medlin revealed his
theories on teaching and the role of the
accounting graduate in today's economy.
Did You start out with the goal of
teaching accounting?
No, I didn't. ,I began by working for
Boise Cascade one summer and then went
to the University of Denver for a graduate
degree in accounting. Upon completion, I
decided to work for the national CPA firm
of Arthur, Young and Company in Denver.
Eventually, I returned to Boise and
worked for Boise Cascade in the corporate
tax department.
I started teaching in the night program
here and liked it so well that I decided to go
at it full time.
tax laws and-the changes every year, the
percentage of time that firms are involved
in tax works is growing larger and larger.
Their tax staffs are getting larger and larger
too. . ~
. Then there should be more tax courses
offered?
Yes, I think so. We're getting a demand
from the community. They (businessmen)
would like to see us offer more tax courses.
Especially from practicing CPAs down-
town and attorneys who would like to see
some courses either at the advanced or
graduate level. . .
Do you think that accounting students'
need a broad liberal arts core, or should
instruction be more specialized?
I feel very strongly that the students need
a strong liberal arts training and back-
ground. I think that the accounting
profession is headed in the same direction
that most professions are ... that it is getting
fairly complex and requires a lot of study.
I do not agree with some people who
think that less emphasis should.b,e.,p.\lt 01\...
liberal arts. I think we should give the
students the basic liberal arts background
and then if they need more accounting
training, they can pursue an additional year
or two of accounting - in a process
similiar to law school.
We get a lot of comments from
employers that some of the problem may be
that the student is technically trained but
can't communicate effectively. I think this
can be attributed 'to a weak liberal arts
background.
They are in a profession dealing with
people and they've got to be able to
communicate. They've got to talk to these
people.
Beprepared
Do you have any theories on teaching?
Be prepared. I like the class presentation
that is not just reading the book back to the
students. I like to supplement the book with
actual experiences. But I do expect the
students to have read the book and to be
responsible for that.
Primarily, I think real-life experiences
and lots of discussion are important in
getting the students to think. - .
How much emphasis is placed on
preparation/or the CPA exams?
Certainly one of the objectives in the
accounting department is to prepare
students for the CPA exam, but a lot of our
students will never take the CPA exam.
We try to expose the student to the type
of question that pertains to the course
subject and that is also on the exam.
Emphasis; on the CPA exam is one of the
goals of the program but certainly not the
onlyone.
How well does the accounting curriculum
prepare the student for employment upon
graduation?
I think we've had very good success with
our students graduating and going out and
getting jobs. I think the one thing they (the
students) probably realize very quickly
though, is that their education is just
beginning. Just because they have that
degree and a job, it's not over.
Computers not ready
Tell me about the new computers in the
business school.
We currently have a problem, the
computers are here but the CRT - the
screens - are not here. They haven't
arrived yet so we're still in the beginning .
stages of acquiring them and having them
for use.
Will you be involved in the
programming?
I certainly plan to be involved. I think it
is an area that is extremely important and
that we need to expose our students to it.
Many of the faculty need to be exposed
also. We're going to use them for faculty
training and then integrate them into the
programs.
We're finding that the public accounting .
firms and bigger corporations downtown
have personal computers and various
other types of computers in their offices
and that the employees are expected to use
them. I think it's very important and it's a
trend that we can't ignore.
When the computers are operational, will
the students have access?
Yes, I think that down the road, after the
Tax field grows
What changes would you like to make in
the accounting department?
Well, I'm probably prejudiced, but I see
a real trend for employment in the tax field.
I teach the tax courses.
The emphasis is growing in the tax area.
With the complexity we're seeking in the
.. Primarily, I think real-life experiences and lots of discussion are important in getting the
students to think," says John Medlin. Photo by Theresa Tamura.
faculty have some training programs on
them ... we-will be able to integrate them
into the classroom and the students will
have use of them.
What do you do for fun?
Well, I'm one of those joggers. I like to
run and I've run three marathons and plan
to run another one soon.
I've been running for four or five years
and it's just...really enjoyable. It's one of
the few places I can go today and get out in
the air and weather and the telephone
doesn't ring. .
I also like to ski, and fish ... 1 like to get
outdoors. I like to travel. I'm doing a lot of
that currently.
Where?
Well, my wife is enrolled at the doctorate
program at the University of Washington in
Seattle, so I'm traveling on a fairly regular
basis to see her. She is pursuing a
doctorate in business planning and long-
range planning.
She was teaching here, but decided to go
get a doctorate because she wanted to stay
in education.
Are you' involved in any community or
professional organizations?
Certainly, I'm a member of the
American Institute of CP As and the Idaho
Society of CPAs. And the Colorado
Society of CP As.
Partner in tax firm
You run a business, independent 0/ the
university. What is it?
It is a tax practice and basically we do tax
consulting and tax preparation. It's a very
small firm ... there are only three of us
involved.
I just do it on a part-time basis and the
other partners are full-time.
It works well with the tax courses that I
teach. I can bring live examples into the
classroom.
Tax is an area that is constantly changing
and it is wdry difficult to keep up ... but by
working in the area and teaching in the area
you keep up. They reinforce each other.
Do you offer any interships through your
business?
In my firm there really isn't ... we aren't
that big. But there are a number of firms in
the downtown area that do provide
internships.
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Ski team practice
The BSU ski team currently is running _
dry-land practice. They meet Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday at the soccer field
in Ami Morrison Park at 3:45 p.m. Anyone
interested is invited to come work out.
\,
'i 1Mfootball
The Sig Eps, 4-0 in Intramural touch
football this season, defeated the Divers
and the Stupid-but-Brave last week. The
Individuals, 2-1, beat the Kappa Sigs who
dropped to 0-3 with the loss. This week the
Divers take on the Individuals and the
Kappa Sigs will take on the Stupid-but-
Brave to decide who will remain winless.
Forfeitvictories for the B-2 Zoo and the
B-3 Raiders marked the extent of the action
last week in the Thursday night league. This
week the Zoo is scheduled to meet A-2, and
the A-3 Amphedians will challenge Rudger-
Long.
Monday night action saw the Silver
Bullets do battle with the Black Plague and
Undecided meet A-I. Results were not'
available at press time. The games
concluded' the regular season schedule for
all the teams.
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Cross country
0-.-.-'.::.:::---------------,'fl. Save money byl
I clipping ads in -I
I~unxe~_;
_______________ .l.. .l.. --JL:--~--------------..1
Kent Newman's thirty-sixth place finish
in the Pre-regional cross country meet last
weekend in Eden, Utah, helped the Broncos
earn 13th place in the 16-team field.
The BSU's women's team did not qualify
for the team points because it did not enter
the required five runners. Theresa Ball,
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BSU
Eugene, Ore., native broke the school
,.r~(J~4:l9~)<:>~l.\!'Y~r?,s, ~lI5~i!!~\~llr!i~r.mi~
season-in a'gal11e:agamst Northern Arizona.
The record had been set in 1968 by
current University of Idaho head coach
Dennis Erickson.
'two matches. She added 10 service aces to Eric Harlington will be responsible for
hertotals, with 9 of those coming in the 5 giving Godfrey the time he needs to work
game match against.Idaho State. In overal on Saturday. The honorable mention
statistics, Carson leads the team in' aces all-Big-Sky tackle will have his work cut out
with 35. She also leads the team in solo for him, however, if the BSU defense is as
blocks with 13, 3 of which came in the two - relentless as it was last .week against the., ""'-
matches. Litah State Aggies. Senior Michel Bourgeau
In addition to. being honored by the made 14 tackles in the Broncos losing
Orange Aids, Carson, was also recognized effort, bringing his season total to 52.
by the Mountain West Athletic Conference. Both teams are coming off losses last
Carson was named as the MWAC's week and will attempt to gain a victory in
volleyball player of the week, along with this important Big Sky Conference contest.
Diane Weder'of Portland State University. The Broncos, who led the entire game, lost
The volleyball team will travel to . to Utah State in the last 2:30, when a
Caldwell' on Wednesday, Oct. 19 to meet 34-yard halfback pass set the Aggies up for
the College of Idaho in a non-conference their go-ahead touchdown. Montana State
match. Earlier this season the Broncos lost its homecoming game to Fresno State
defeated C of I in the Pavilion. by a score of 31-12.
Sports' briefs" ,
The first Frisbee "Disc" Golf Classic will
be co-sponsored by BSU's Intramural
Office and Outdoor Activity Center on
Thursday and Friday, Oct. 20 and 21.
Registration will be at the stone fireplace
behind the SPEC from 2-2:45 p.m, daily;
tee time is 3 p.m.
Course maps and brochures are located
at the OAC in the SUB, For further
information call 385-1455.
Frisbee golf
BSU
For the student who has everything.
, Except enough money.
If money is the problem •.The ~te~eo Shoppe has the answer- our $148.00 system.
It features a powerful Mltsublshl DA-R3 receiver. a Mitsubishi DP-12 fully automatic
turntable. and a pair of the New Infinity RS-10 2-way speakers; The BESTSOUNDING
system your money can buy. Come visit The Stereo Shoppe and get a good deal
foryourmoney!! . ;;
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however, came in 25th place for BSt) in the
meet .•
Her time of 19:54.3was the best among
the Bronco women harriers.
The meet, run on the Wolf Creek
Country Club golf course, was attended by
many large school such as Arizona; New
Mexico, Univ. of Texas at EI Paso, and the
Air' Force Academy, as well as Big Sky
Conference members Weber State,
Montana State, Montana and Idaho State.
The University of Arizona finished first
in team points with 51.
The top individual performance. of the
day was turned in by Ed Eyestone of
Brigham Young University, who ran the
course in 30:53.5. The Broncos 335 points
. placed them ahead of Ricks College, Utah
State and Southern Utah. The University of
Wyoming took the women's title with 54.
The Broncos will run next in the Idaho
State Invitational in Pocatello on Oct. 22.
Following the-Idaho State University meet,
asu will host the Boise State Invitational
on Oct. 29.
Broncos vs Bobcats
The BSU Broncos return to Bronco
Stadium this week to meet the struggling
University of Montana Bobcats.
The Bobcats, 0-6 on the year are in last
place in the Big Sky Conference, while th
eBroncos are 2-4.
The, Bobcats, who tied for first place in
the conference last year, are, like the
Broncos, experiencing difficulties under a
first-year head coach.
A tough non-conference schedule, in-
cluding Washington State, University, of
North Dakota and Fresno State have made
matters worse for coach Dave Arnold's
Bobcats.
Calling signals for the Montana State
offense is senior Mike Godfrey. The
Carson honored
in volleyball
Junior Ronda Carson was chosen as the
Orange Aid volleyball player of the week
for her performance against conference
opponents Weber' State and Idaho State last
week.
Carson had 31 kills in 9 games for an
excellent attacking percentage of .338 in the
. Hours: Tues:,Saf.
. 10:30-6:00 p.m.
Financing Available
Layaways
P,~one344.7803
.5105Overl8ndRd.
Be-i.e,ID 83705
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Comics
Classified .
. .
Lost! Blue Pacific Trails jacket. Mornings
are cold! CaH338·1232. .
TYPING: Linda, the intelligent typist
will type your reports, term papers,
resumes, etc. 342·2236.
LOST: 10African' Geese.' Barber 'Dam
area. Call 342·1979.
HAPPY 20th BIRTHDAY, GREG
only adjectives could describe it.
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Congratulations to Brian Mason on his
fine effort to discredit Timothy Leary in
The University News.
Itwas nicely written, and Leary certainly
deserves to be discredited (although he no
doubt used up any credit he may have had
long ago).
But Ido have one small complaint. Both
, Robert Rychert and Alan Brinton (especial-
ly the latter) come off as somewhat
Wayne Owen incoherent in their "interviews" on page
Sophomore, Education/Biology 5. The statements made there are presented
as if they were direct quotations, when they
are actually reconstructions from Brian's
"Preposterous notes. Furthermore, these reconstructions
are strung together a little too carelessly to Fritchman responds
allegati ons" make much sense. I wish Brian had taken
, ' the same care with his reports of our I regret thatmy learned colleagues are so
It is thrilling to see four learned opinions as he took in writing his own disturbed by my recent letter. Everything I
professors of various persuasions lend their article. said is true. Furthermore, they should
eminences to participate in a spirited Also, I hope that the central point I know that it is true. And if they don't know
intellectual tennis match in this ostensibly wanted to make was not lost. Leary has no that it is true, they are more naive than any
apolitical journal. The content, and intent credibility whatever among people with professors should be in 1983. Let me restate
of their missives however, leave much to advanced training in philosophy and I my position as concisely as possible.
be desired. Professors Blain, Caylor and think it is an incredible waste of student I suggested that a, general lack of
Maguire (three people who should know money (thousands of dollars) to bring his sympathy for the U.S. exists in our colleges
better) seem not to know that, branding show to town. With the money required to' and universities. This attitude is,' often
Prof. Fritchman with the memory ofa hire a charlatan like Timothy Leary, two or manifested in the campus ne~spapers and
freakish, demagogic senator has the effect three internationally known scholars could their editorials. That this tends to be a
of "stifling the very thing that makes the have been brought in. nationwide attitude is testified to by the
U. S. a democratic society", a phrase from Alan Brinton recent emergence on many campuses of
Dr. Blain's hysterical bromide. This letter is Professor of Philosophy (BSU) alternative journals of opinion that provide
meant to clear some of the more prepos- literary opposition to the overwhel:ningly
terous allegations. Russian awareness liberal college press. A slightly abbreviated
One is not a "radical right winger" listing of such campuses includes Harvard,
because one has, in the course of diligent, With Russian Awareness Week upon us I "Yale, Princeton,Dartmouth", Boston,
detached and objective study, come to the think it is wise to reflect upon the true George Washington, Williams, George-
conclusions that Socialism is the most character of the Soviet Union. The recent town, Pennsylvania, Columbia, Brown,
conspicuous failure in history. The Soviet downing of Korean Airlines Flight 007 is ,Ann Arbor, 10wa,Marquette, Chicago,
Union by any measure is the most overtly one of many incidents that really shows just Northwestern, Colorado, Wesleyan, Tufts,
racist, militaristic, and imperialistic rnon- what they' are. They are a ruthless, Washington, U.C. Berkeley, San Diego and
strosity that has ever existed. My experience 'cold-blooded, immoral people that will use Claremont. A full discussion of this
has been that many professors do indeed go any means to achieve their goals. phenomenon can. be found in National
out of their way to give the Soviet Union The Soviets have and continue to "Review for Sept. 30, 1983, p. 1200.
the benefit of the doubt no matter how committ many aggressive imperialist acts _ Many people will also find John Le Letters to the editor should be typed,
indefensible its current adventures may be. such as the brutal. occupation of Hungary, Boutillier':;recent book, Harvard Hates double-spaced.and preferably 110longer
I have heard twice in lectures at BSU that Czechoslavaskia, and Afghanistan, Once America, Gateway Editions 1978 to bea than 500 words. The letters must be
65 years is too little time to judge .a new entrenched ill a country, they immediately shocking and edifying account of anti- signed and atelephone number provided
social,system. Of course, it w!1Sample time imprison or murder the leaders, of ' the American bias at one of our premier forour verification procedures.
;',< to murder' 80 million people. Anti- opposition. In these military escapades', institutions. The University News reserves the right
i' ,. communism iSM intellectually responsible they continue to use chemical and' bio- The comment in my ,letter which has~o edit letters for spelling, grammar,,r position'. ,,' logical weapons in violation of treaties • __caused the mostdistressIs the one about -punctuation, length (if the letters exceed
/ L'; ': Prl?f. F"t'htc~eta~was
f
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From ASBSU " .,'
SBOE divides universities
A. theatre.bargain
Lowell Goemaat
Sophomore, Information Science
The Theatre Referendum, which passed at the recent ASBSU election, is an
example of how much good a few people can do.
Dr. Lauterbach, Chairman of the Theatre Arts Department, approached the
student senate earlier this fall with the Theatre Referendum,asking that it be put
on the student ballot. The referendum will provide free admission to BSU theatre
productions for students who pay a $1 dedicated fee. That the referendum passed
is surprising because it means an increase in student fees-provided the State'
Board of Education approves the fee increase.
Granted, only 13 percent of eligible students voted in the election." But by
passing the Theatre Referendum, that I3 percent gave future students a great
bargain in-worthwhile entertainment.,
succeed each of these. institutions, and its
'people must refrain, as much as possible,
from allowing emotions to overtake reason.
A good example of this phenomenon was
..rinted in a recent issue of the University of
Idaho's Argonaut. This edltlon .QLJh..!.-
paper included a disappointing editorial of
the lead institution proposal by the Editor ,
David Neiwert. In this editorial, he stated
"at BSU, there isn't much 'but a football
team and one' of the worst libraries in the
Northwest. " '
Also, in this same edition of the
Arognaut, an analysis article was written by
Lewis Day about the same' proposal. He
stated that "The Morrison Center at BSU
yearns for a first-class program; Idaho's
(University of Idaho) preeminence in
Music and Theatre must gall BSU Admin-
istrators;'. Statements such as these'
obviously, do not serve any productive
purpose and only widen the already existing
gaps between Idaho's institutions of higher
education.
I hope that we, the students of BSU, will
become more educated about the reasons
and : facts behind the State Board of
Education's proposal. With this research as
our basis, instead of emotions, we can work
for what is best for all the institutions of
higher education in Idaho,
Presently, one ofthemajor issues facing
higher education in Idaho is the State,
Board of Education's plan for, the devel-
opment of "lead institutions" at the major
schools of ltighereducation.
At their', September: meeting;" the -State
Board put forth a proposition that would
make each of these schools the lead or
primary institution in one' or more fields.
For instance, .the proposal would make
Idaho State University the lead institution
for Health Science, the University of Idaho
would retain Engineering and International '
Programs, and Boise State University
would become the designated lead insti-
.tution for Social Sciences' and Performing
Arts. The institutions would not necessarily
lose the programs that they have already
established, but the added emphasis and the
largest portion of the funding for that
particular field would surely go to the
designated lead insitution - at the loss or
expense of the others.
Theoretically, the proposal is a good one
especially for the future financial outlook
of Higher Education in Idaho. By
designating one institution for program
emphasis the costly problem of duplication
is decreased. However, the political realities
of making such painful decisions are more
difficult to confront.
Each institution is understandably pro-
tective and proud of its own programs,
buj in ~rder for any plan of this nature to
I
Josephine Jones
Editor
Letters to the editor
leave political discussions to those with a
more firm understanding of issues.
The intellectual life at BSU has reverted
to a state of appalling childishness if
intellegent people vividly imagine commies
behind doors, or hordes of red-necked,
vigilantes mobbing in the streets. Yet, our
four professors thought they were engaging
in worthwhile debate. It does not sit well
when academies engage in juvenile name
calling when todays average student has
gleaned more sophisticated views from a
6th grade history class.
Who owns the
bulletin boards?
The morning of October 11th I noticed a
wonderful poster around campus urging
students to write in a fellow named Jay,
Christ for Mr. BSU. It was refreshing to see
something slightly amusing around that
could stimulate interest in the elections.
After my first class, though, there was not a
single Jay Christ flyer to be found. What
kind of righteous individual(s) could have
done this? Maybe it was the parking lot
fascists or maybe a roving band of right
wing reactionary Christians found the use
of Christ's name offensive or maybe it was
the ASBSU secret police!
Who has the right to remove things from
public display in a democratic society?
Sure, Jay Christ may not have followed
election procedures; if that is the case he
should have been no worry to the other
potential Mr. BSUs. I find it difficult to
believe the moral and intellectual ,im-
potence displayed at BSU, an institute of
higher education and ideas. I cannot wait
for the organized and sanctioned witch
hunts. Free students beware. 1984 is here.
Deanna Weaver
ASBSU PresidentT. J. Wilson
involvement. There has never been, then or
now, a scintilla of evidence to support these
suggestions .. I am certain that Professor,
Lundy felt that she was simply using her
academic freedom in making her remarks.
But when I use my. academic freedom to
view these remarks as apologies for the
Russians, my comments become a
"McCarthyite" attack. And for voicing
them in an editorial; Josephine Jones
becomes a "rabble rousing' editmN. This
double standard adopted by the liberals is
almost as old as the d'Urbervilles. Ex-
communist Louis Budenz, in The Tech-
niques of Communism, 1953 Regnery Press
p, 248 discusses the use of the McCarthyite
smear as a favorite method for intimidating
anti-communist dissenters. More recently
George Roche, a historian and president of
the conservative Hillsdale College remarks
on this in Education in America, Hillsdale
Press 1969, p, 117. "In addition: higher
education is also faced with political
activists who use their positions as
sanctuary from which politically motivated
attacks can be launched against the rest of
society. 'Sanctuary' is a well advised term.
Such political activists never question the
justice of their attacks, yet are the first to
raise the cry of 'academic freedom' over the
inevitable reaction to their activity. .
I'm sorry gentlemen, but the themes or'
your letters remind me of the story about
the absent minded minister who left the text
of 'his Sunday sermon behind on the
lectern. Itwas found by the custodian who
observed that the minister had written notes
to himself in the margins. One such, was
printed in heavy black letters and
vigorously underlined. It read, "Argument
weak here; yell like helll". '
Learv discredited is min, what's yours is negotiable," andthen proceed to break the treaty as they see
fit, I
Immediately after the downing of the'
plane, the Soviets refused to acknowledge
that they shot it down. They said it simply
disappeared. As each day passed after the
incident, they continually revamped their
statements. Now they finally admit
shooting it down but are trying to
perpetuate the lie.that it was a spy plane. I
doubt if we will receive either retribution or
apology.
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